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Session-14, Supergame-14

Session-14, Supergame-14

S(14) I will not cheat you

S(158) recommender always loses this.

R(176) If you do I’ll just go with the middle!

S(158) Right, go middle,
S(158) left go left

Session-14, Supergame-14

S(158) thats the best way for us both to succeed

R(212) hello

R(32) agreed

S(50) I’ll always give you the correct recommendation if you choose middle when I
say right

Session-14, Supergame-14
Session-14, Supergame-14
R(248) if you go right, I’ll go middle. If you
go left, I’ll go left

R(68) no funny business/ :D

S(86) dont choose middle ;;)

S(194) I’ll tell you the actuall direction

R(248) best outcome for both of us that way

S(194) i know

S(86) ok good

R(68) great
R(68) ill take middle if right
S(194) You’re welcome

Session-14, Supergame-14
S(122) goal profit–what we thinking
R(276) i’ll trust your recommendations
R(276) also want you to make money too

Session-14, Supergame-14

S(122) sounds good. If its 5 rounds, ill only
swindle you once

R(104) lets make equal profits

S(122) fair?

S(230) suounds good to me!

R(276) yup

S(230) sounds*

S(122) $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
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Session-14, Supergame-14

Session-14, Supergame-15

S(262) I will pick the same number as the
computer

S(122) wassup fam
S(122) if i swindle you 25-30% of the time,
is that good?

R(140) Okay. I will pick left if you recommend left and middle if you recommend
right.

R(32) always agree with the computer, if you
pick right, ill take middle 3x then left the
4th, we break even

S(262) perfect

S(122) break even works for me boss
Session-14, Supergame-15
R(32) cool
R(212) hello

S(122) $$$$$$$$$$

S(14) I will not cheat you
R(212) if you choose left i will choose left. if
you choose right i will choose middle
R(212) this will make us the best off i think
S(14) okay awesome!
Session-14, Supergame-15

R(212) =]

S(158) recommender always loses this
Session-14, Supergame-15
S(158) Left go left,
R(248) be honest. if its right i’ll go middle.
if its left i’ll go left

S(158) Right go middle
S(158) its the only way we both win

S(50) I will always give you the right answer
if you choose middle when I recommend
right

R(68) sounds grest to me
R(68) *great

S(50) perfect
R(248) best payout for each of us
Session-14, Supergame-15
S(86) domt go middle
S(86) *DONT

Session-14, Supergame-15

R(276) in order to get highest profit - i’ll
trust your recommendations. for every
’right’ the computer chooses, i’ll let you
trick me once so that we make equal
profit.

R(104) any strategies?

R(276) sound ok?

S(194) great

S(194) I’ll tell you the actual direction
R(104) kk

S(86) sounds good
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Session-14, Supergame-15

Session-14, Supergame-16

S(230) lets make equal profits

S(50) I’ll always be honest if you choose middle when I choose right, okay?

R(140) What do you mean

R(276) that works for me - OR - in order
for us to get highest profit and be even
- i’ll trust your recommendations and for
every ’right’ the computer chooses i’ll let
you trick me once

S(230) like bot make the same amount
R(140) How would we do that? I was going
to recommend that you pick the same as
the computer, and I’ll pick left if you do,
and middle if you pick right.
R(140) It wouldn’t be equal, but it would
ensure that we each make something each
round

Session-14, Supergame-16
S(86) dont go to the middle

S(230) That sounsd good to me
R(32) always agree with the computer, first
3x ill pick middle , 4th ill pick left, we
break even and maximize collective earnings
S(86) ok good
Session-14, Supergame-15
S(262)
Session-14, Supergame-16

S(262) i will pick the same number as the
computer. if i pick left, pick left. if i pick
right, pick middle

S(122) alright so if I swindle you 20% of the
time, is that fair?

R(176) Okay. If you cheat, I’ll always pick
middle

S(122) we should attempt to break even

S(262) ok

S(122) So if its 6 rounds, 4 left and 2 right,
you bite the bullet once, and I will too

R(176)

S(122) As the saying goes–’You scratch my
back, and I’ll scratch urs’

Session-14, Supergame-16
Session-14, Supergame-16

S(158) Recommendor always loses

S(14) I will not cheat you

R(104) strategies?

R(248) be honest. if its right i’ll go middle.
if its left i’ll go left

S(158) Left, go left
S(158) Right, go middle

R(248) best payout for each of us
S(158) its the only way we both win
S(14) okay awesome!
R(104) true. igotvhu
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Session-14, Supergame-16

Session-14, Supergame-17

S(194) I’ll tell you the actual direction

S(50) I’ll always be honest if you choose middle when I recommend right, okay?

R(140) Okay. I’ll pick L for L, and M for R
S(194) k

R(32) always agree with the computer, first
3x ill pick right, 4th time ill pick left, we
break even

Session-14, Supergame-16

Session-14, Supergame-17

R(176) If you are honest, I’ll pick middle
when you say right

S(86) dont go middle
R(68) ok

S(230) Okay... and when I pick left pick left
S(230) That way we both make something
each round

Session-14, Supergame-17
S(122) so lets try to be even

R(176) Yup!

R(104) left-left-left
S(122) srsly?
Session-14, Supergame-16

R(104) right-right-middle

R(212) hi

S(122) if there are 6

S(262) hi. i will pick the same number as the
computer

S(122) 4 left
R(104) im trying to be even too

R(212) if you say left i will choose left. if
you say right i will pick middle

S(122) 2 right

S(262) if i pick left, pick left. if i pick right,
pick middle

S(122) I’m gonna give you right once

S(262) great!

S(122) deal?

R(212) nice

R(104) ok fair enough

S(122) so that we both make 15

S(122) perfecto
Session-14, Supergame-17
Session-14, Supergame-17
S(14) I will not cheat you
S(158) Recommender always loses.
R(276) i’ll trust you - for every ’right’ the
computer chooses i’ll let you trick me
once so the profits are even

S(158) Left, go left

R(276) sound fair?

S(158) its the only way we both win

S(14) ok

R(140) That’s what I was going to suggest

S(158) Right, go middle
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Session-14, Supergame-17

Session-14, Supergame-18

S(194) I’ll tell you the actual direction

R(104) even?

R(176) Okay. If you dont I will always pick
middle

R(104) right-right-middle

Session-14, Supergame-17

S(86) ok good

R(104) left-left-left

R(104) cool

S(230) i’ll be honest... pick middle when i
pick right
R(212) ok fair enough

Session-14, Supergame-18
Session-14, Supergame-17
S(122) so lets try to be even
R(248) be honest. if its right i’ll go middle.
if its left i’ll go left

S(122) say there are 4 left, and 2 right

R(248) best payout for each of us

S(122) i choose left for 1 right, and then
right for the other

S(262) exactly
S(122) fair?
Session-14, Supergame-18

S(122) but you gotta trust me or we’re both
gonna make less than we should

S(14) I will not cheat you

R(140) If you tell me what the computer
picks, I’ll make sure it evens out. If you
pick left, I’ll pick left, and were even

R(32) if you always agree with computer, ill
alternate picking left and right when you
tell me right, then we break even and
maximize profits

R(140) If you pick right, I’ll pick middle. after 3 of those, ill give you a left even if its
right

S(14) okay sounds good!
R(32) yep

S(122) sounds good

Session-14, Supergame-18
S(50) I’ll always be honest if you choose middle when I recommend right.
R(68) how about I wont go middle.
swindle me every other R?

Session-14, Supergame-18

you

S(158) Recommender always loses
S(158) Left, go left

R(68) more money for both of us that way?

S(158) right, go middle

R(68) your call

S(158) its the only way we both win

S(50) Sure that works. I’ll start by being
honest and then every other one.

R(176) Fair, I’ll do that. If you lie I’ll screw
you

R(68) great
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Session-14, Supergame-18

Session-14, Supergame-19

R(212) hello

R(104) even?

S(194) I’ll tell the actual direction

R(104) right-right-middle

R(212) ill click middle when you say right

R(104) left-left-left

S(194) k

S(50) I’ll be honest every round if you choose
middle when I choose right

R(212) split da $

R(104) sounds good

S(194) yes

R(104) sucks to be a recommender
Session-14, Supergame-19
S(86) dont choose middle

Session-14, Supergame-18

R(140) Why not

R(248) be honest. if its right i’ll go middle.
if its left i’ll go left

S(86) it wont be an even payout

S(230) I’ll be honest... pck middle when I
pick right

R(140) Tell me what the computer picked.
If you pick left, I’ll pick left. Even payout there. If it’s right, I’ll pick middle 3
times, and then the fourth time I’ll pick
left so you get 3 and I get none.

S(230) Sounds good

R(140) Thats the closest it will get to even
S(86) ill take it
Session-14, Supergame-18
S(86) cool
S(262) i will pick the same as the computer
R(276) i’ll trust you - for every ’right’ the
computer chooses i’ll let you trick me
once so the profits are equal

Session-14, Supergame-19

R(276) sounds fair?

S(122) say there are 6 rounds, and 4 r left
and 2 r right

S(122) alright so lets try to be even

S(262) yep! just one
S(122) ill choose left on 1 right, and then
right on the other one
S(122) we gucci?

S(14) I will not cheat you

R(176) No way, thats too chancey for me.
Just be honest and i’ll pick middle when
you say right

R(68) then ill go middle when you say right

S(122) fair enough

S(14) okay sounds good!

S(122) i respect that

Session-14, Supergame-19

R(176) Solid
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Session-14, Supergame-19

Session-14, Supergame-20

R(212) are you having fun

S(14) I will not cheat you

S(158) Recommender always loses

R(104) nor will i

R(212) its true

R(104) ill go middle every time you right

S(158) Left, go left

S(14) okay cool

S(158) Right, go middle

R(104) go

S(158) its the only way we both win
R(212) i hear you
R(212) let’s do it

Session-14, Supergame-19
R(248) be honest. if its right i’ll go middle.
if its left i’ll go left

Session-14, Supergame-20

S(194) I’ll tell the actual direction

R(140) Pick what the computer does. I’ll
pick left for left and middle for right.

S(194) yeah

S(50) Perfect

Session-14, Supergame-19
S(230) i’ll be honest... pick middle when i
pick right
R(276) ok sounds good

Session-14, Supergame-20
Session-14, Supergame-19

S(86) dont choose middle

R(32) always agree with computer, when you
say right ill alternate left and right so we
both break even and maximize profits

R(176) Are you going to be honest?

S(262) i will pick the same number as the
computer. if you let me trick you once (i
pick left and its actually right) the profits
are equal. after that, if i pick right pick
middle

R(176) Okay. I’ll choose middle if you arent

S(86) yes i am

S(86) ok cool
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Session-14, Supergame-20

Session-14, Supergame-20

S(122) ayyyy last one

S(194) I’ll tell you the actual direction

R(212) what if we were paid for every round
S(122) so lets be even

R(276) i’ll trust you - for every ’right’ the
computer chooses i’ll let you trick me
once so the profits are even

S(122) that would be awesome

R(276) sound fair?

R(212) ill go left when you say left

S(194) yea

R(212) ill go middle when you say right
S(122) how about we switch for every right

Session-14, Supergame-20

R(212) how do you mean

S(230) I’ll be honest... pick middle when I
pick right

S(122) say tehre are 2 rights

S(122) and I get one

R(32) if youre honest, ill alternate between
left and right when you say right, so we
both max profits

R(212) ok

S(230) Ok!

S(122) i give u one

S(122) i alternate back and forth
R(212) tell the truth the first time

Session-14, Supergame-20

S(122) will do

S(262) i will pick same as the computer. let
me trick you once, and after that pick
middle if i pick right. we’ll end up with
the same profit

R(212) then you can lie the second
R(212) cool

R(68) sounds good

Session-17, Supergame-13

S(158) Recommender always loses

S(17) When it is L, I will pick L. When it is
R, I will pick R, but I want you to pick M.
I will pick only L if you pick something
else

S(158) Left, go left

R(71) wait i didnt get the last part

S(158) Right, go middle

R(71) i will only pick L if you pick something
else?

Session-14, Supergame-20

R(248) be honest. if its right i’ll go middle.
if its left i’ll go left

S(17) When I suggest L, I want you to select L. When I suggest R, I want you to
suggest M. We will each be guaranteed
earnings each round

S(158) its the only way we both win
R(248) yea best outcome

R(71) alright gotcha
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Session-17, Supergame-13

Session-17, Supergame-13

R(143) hi

S(197) i dont make any $$ when its to the
right

S(89) Hey! so basically it makes the most
economic sense for me to tell you exzactly
what the computer reccomends and it is
mutually beneficial that way agreed?

R(251) so what do you do when the computer recommends right
S(197) ill say right and you make $$

R(143) ok
Session-17, Supergame-13

S(89) okay awesome!

S(233) ill be honest just dont pick middle every time
R(279) okay coool
Session-17, Supergame-13
S(125) I will tell you everything accurately

Session-17, Supergame-13

S(125) as long as you select middle when i
say right

S(265) Hi
S(265) Sweet

S(125) does that sound good?
R(179) what if you pick left?

Session-17, Supergame-14

R(179) then what do i do

R(179) ok

S(17) When the computer’s direction is L, I
will recommend L. When it is R, I will
recommend R, but I want you to select
M

R(179) sounds good

R(107) deal

S(125) that way we both get 3 bucks

S(17) That way each of us are guaranteed
earnings every round

S(125) pick left

S(125) if not, you still get two dollars
R(179) sounds good

Session-17, Supergame-14

S(125) alright lets start

R(143) Hi

R(179) kk

S(53) Hi
R(143) Will I beable to trust you
S(53) Yes
R(143) Awesome!

Session-17, Supergame-13

S(53) Do you have a method of choosing?

S(161) i’m just going to be honest and we’ll
both try to get as much money as possible

R(143) well I was hoping to just trust ur decision

R(215) sounds good

S(53) ok yeah that works
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Session-17, Supergame-14

Session-17, Supergame-14

S(89) Hey! So basically it makes the most
economic sense for me to tell you exzactly
what the computer reccomends and it is
mutually beneficial that way agreed?

S(265) hi

R(179) i guess...so i just agree with what you
do? or do i click opposite

S(265) okay, I wont lie then

R(71) hi
R(71) so if you pick L, ill pick L

R(71) and if you pick R, ill pick M
R(71) hahaha
S(265) Sounds good
Session-17, Supergame-14
S(265) Good doing business with you
S(125) i will tell you everything accurately

R(71) the pleasure is all mine

R(215) promise?

S(265) Lets make some money

S(125) so when i say left, choose left. when
i chose right choose middle

R(71) yupp

S(125) lol
Session-17, Supergame-15

R(215) haha ok sounds good
S(125) that way both of us get money

R(143) Hi, what’s your methods

S(125) alright lets start

S(17) When the direction is L, I will pick L.
When the direction is R, I will pick R,
but I would like for you to pick M
S(17) That guarantees you either $3 or $2
each round

Session-17, Supergame-14
R(143) ok
S(161) I’m going to be honest everytime

S(17) and results in no $0 earnings for either
of us

R(251) ok

R(143) perfect!

S(161) don’t waste our time going middle everytime

Session-17, Supergame-15
R(179) when copmuter says left, you click
left then i will too. if the computer says
right, i will click middle. that way we
both get paid no matter what

Session-17, Supergame-14
S(197) ill be honest, try to go middle if it
gets uneven

R(179) ok?

R(279) so... can we agree to just be honest

S(53) ok that a good idea

S(197) yes unless its uneven

R(179) ok lets do it
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Session-17, Supergame-15

Session-17, Supergame-15

S(89) Hey! So basically it makes the most
economic sense for both of us if I tell you
exactly what the computer reccomends
and it is mutually beneficial that way
agreed?

S(233) ill be honest just follow me
R(71) hi
R(71) okay

R(215) sounds good to me

S(233) please just dont pick middle everytime

R(215) so if you say left i’ll go left and if you
say right i’ll go middle

R(71) so if you pick L, ill pick L
R(71) okay

S(89) That would be really cool of you to do
thanks!

S(233) thanks
R(71) and if you pick R, ill pick M
Session-17, Supergame-15

R(71) that way we booth will get earnings

R(251) its better for both of us if youre honest every time

S(233) thats perfect
R(71) nice doing business with you

S(125) i will tell you everything accurately.
When i say left, choose left. WHen i say
right, choose middle
R(251) ok

Session-17, Supergame-15

S(125) sweet

S(265) Hi
R(107) if you answer truthfully i will put
middle for every R

Session-17, Supergame-15
S(265) Alright I wont lie
S(161) just follow my lead, and we’ll each
leave with the same amount
R(279) sounds good
Session-17, Supergame-16
S(17) I will always pick the computer’s direction; however, when I suggest R I want
you to pick M. That guarantees neither
of us will get $0 earnings

Session-17, Supergame-15
S(197) ill be honest, dont screw me over
S(197) either go with my recomendation or
choose middle

R(179) when computer says left, click left.
i will too. that way we both get 3$. if
it says right, click right and i will press
middle. that way we both get paid

R(35) next time for the experiment dont
have the grad students come in and
pound on the keyboards, i think it makes
it pretty obvious that we aren’t really
talking to the other participants

S(17) Looks like our methods match
R(179) good lets do it
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Session-17, Supergame-16

Session-17, Supergame-16

S(53) when the computer says left, ill click
left and you should too. When it says
right, ill click right and you choose middle. that way we both get paid

R(71) hi

R(215) sounds good to me

R(71) so if you pick L, ill pick L

S(197) ill be honest
S(197) dont screw me over

S(197) ye homie
R(71) and if you pick R, ill pick M
S(197) naw pick r
R(71) that way we both some money

Session-17, Supergame-16

S(197) if one shows up too often then choose
middle

R(251) if you choose R Ill choose middle to
make it fair

S(197) but ill give the right recommendation
R(251) And choose L when its L so we both
get 3

R(71) oh alright

S(89) That works for me!
R(71) gotcha
R(251) cool
S(89) fuck yeah

Session-17, Supergame-16
S(233) If i pick left go left and we both get 3
Session-17, Supergame-16

S(233) if i pick right go in the middle and
you get 2 and i get one

S(125) i will be honest

R(107) perfect

S(125) when i say left, choose left. when i
say rihgt, choose middle
S(125) does that sound good?

Session-17, Supergame-16
S(265) Alright I’ll tell the truth if you put
middle for when I say right
Session-17, Supergame-16

R(143) perfect!

S(161) follow my lead

S(265) Sweet!
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Session-17, Supergame-17

Session-17, Supergame-17

S(17) I will always recommend the computer’s direction; however, when I recommend ’R’ I would like for you to select ’M’

S(197) ill be honest

S(17) That guarantees neither of us will receive $0

S(197) alright youre the best

R(107) if its right i will go to the middle

R(215) sounds good

Session-17, Supergame-17
R(143) hi what’s your method

Session-17, Supergame-17

S(233) if i go left then you geo left and we
both get 3

S(53) when i choose left, you choose left and
we both get 3$, when i press right you
pick middle and we will both get paid

S(233) if i pick right then you pick middle
and we both win

R(251) sounds good
R(143) when u go righ ill go middle
S(233) yea that way we both get something

Session-17, Supergame-17

R(143) awesome
S(89) Hey! So basically it makes the most
economic sense for me to tell you exactly
what the computer reccomends and it is
mutually beneficial that way agreed?

Session-17, Supergame-17

R(279) agrred.

S(265) Alright I’ll be truthful if you put middle for when i say right
R(179) when computer says left, click left.
i will too so that way we both get 3. if
it says rightt, click right then i will press
middle so we both we paid

Session-17, Supergame-17
S(125) wtf...
S(125) alright...

R(179) yes perfect
S(265) Perfect, we’re on the same page

Session-17, Supergame-17
R(179) lets do it
S(161) follow my lead and we’ll leave with
equal payouts
R(71) so if you pick L, ill pick L

Session-17, Supergame-18

R(71) and if you pick R, ill pick M

R(251) ill choose M when you choose R

R(71) right?

R(71) that way we both make some money

S(17) I will always recommend the computer’s direction; however, when I recommend ’R’ I would like for you to choose
’M’

S(161) okay sounds good

R(251) sounds good

S(161) i guess that works
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Session-17, Supergame-18

Session-17, Supergame-18

S(53) when i choose left, you choose left and
we both get $3. when i choose right, you
choose middle and that way we both get
paid

S(265) Alright I’ll be truthful if you put middle for when i say right
R(215) sounds good

R(279) sounds gucci

Session-17, Supergame-19

Session-17, Supergame-18

S(17) I will always recommend the computer’s direction; however, when I recommend ’R’ I would like for you to pick ’M’

S(125) im going to be honest
R(71) so if you pick L, i pick L

S(17) That guarantees neither of us will receive $0

S(125) lol i was about to say that

R(279) works for me

S(125) i pick R you pick M
Session-17, Supergame-19

R(71) and if you pick R, i will pick M, that
way we bith get paid

S(53) when i choose left, you choose left and
we both get $3. when i choose r

S(125) sweet
R(71) lol alright

Session-17, Supergame-19
Session-17, Supergame-18

R(71) so if you pick L, i pick L

R(107) be honest and ill go middle when it
is right

R(71) and if you pick R, i pick M
S(89) yup!

S(161) that works for me

R(71) that way we both get paid
S(89) thats perfect

Session-17, Supergame-18
R(71) that alright?
S(197) ill be honest, choose middle if its right

S(89)

R(143) awssome same thought
S(197) so we both make $$ :)

Session-17, Supergame-19

R(143) $$$$$$$

S(125) i say left, you pick left

Session-17, Supergame-18

R(107) be honest and ill go middle when it
is right

S(233) if i go left then go left

S(125) lol i was just about to say that

S(233) if i go right then go middle

S(125) sweet

R(179) yep perfect

S(125) sounds good
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Session-17, Supergame-19

Session-17, Supergame-20

R(143) u right i middle

S(125) ill be honest

S(161) when i say L, go L. when i say R, go
middle

S(125) when i say left pick left
S(125) when i say right, pick middle

R(143) Awesome same thought

S(125) so we both get something
R(143) that fine with me

Session-17, Supergame-19

S(125) sweet

S(197) ill be honest, if its right choose middle
R(179) ok
S(197) that way we both make $$$$$

Session-17, Supergame-20
S(161) when i say L, go L. when i say R, go
M

Session-17, Supergame-19
S(233) if i go left then go left

R(179) you gonna be honest or not
S(233) if i go right go middle
S(161) yes, then we both make money everytime

R(215) sounds good

R(179) ok im in
Session-17, Supergame-19
S(265) Alright I’ll be truthful if you put middle for when i say right
Session-17, Supergame-20
R(251) Ill choose M
S(197) yo ill be honest whether its l/r

S(265) sounds good

S(197) but go middle when its right sometimes

Session-17, Supergame-20

S(197) so we both make some cash
R(71) so if you pick L, i pick L
R(215) sounds good
R(71) and if you pick R, i pick M
R(71) that way we both get piad
S(53) sounds good

Session-17, Supergame-20

R(71) sound good?

S(233) how you wanna do this

R(71) cool

R(251) Ill put M for R
S(233) if i do left you go left

Session-17, Supergame-20

R(251) OK

R(107) if you go right ill go middle

S(233) if i do r do middle

S(89) thats perfect
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Session-17, Supergame-20

Session-18, Supergame-13

S(265) Alright I’ll be truthful if you put middle for when i say right

R(252) Hello
R(252) you there?

R(279) sounds gucci

S(90) yes

S(265) nice

R(252) wow
R(252)

Session-18, Supergame-13

R(252)

R(180) I’ll trust you until you lie and then
it’s m,iddles the whole way out.

R(252)
R(252)

S(18) Hey want to work together on this?

R(252)

R(180) If you click right, I’ll go middle so we
both get something

R(252)

S(18) I will tell you all the honest computer
decsions if you never click right

R(252)

S(18) instead when i mark right click middle

R(252)

S(18) deal?

R(252)

R(180) no problem

R(252)

R(180) deal

R(252)

R(252)

R(252)
Session-18, Supergame-13

R(252)

S(54) hi

R(252) We didn’t even agree on anything

R(216)

R(252) How can I trust you

R(216) hi
R(216) do you want to create a plan
S(54) sure
S(54) what do you want to do
R(216) you click the correct one the whole
time
R(216) if it is right ill click the middle so we
both get something
R(216) ?
S(54) okay sounds good
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Session-18, Supergame-13

Session-18, Supergame-13

R(280) hi

R(144) I will follow your recomendations but
the first time that you send me an incorrect recommendation, I will just hit middle fair enough?

S(126) im gonna tell you what it is every
time, but if i choose right choose middle
so i still get $1 too pleaseeeeeeee

S(126) swaguu

R(144) It is in both our best interest because
there would have to be three rights in a
row for it not to be worth it to you

R(280) fair enough

S(266) yes

R(280) okay

S(126) hope its not all rights tho haha
R(280) you ready

Session-18, Supergame-13
S(162) hi, I am going to always click L. do
you want to work together to make a plan
or what
R(36) I was going to say to tell the truth
on each one, and when it’s right I’ll alternate between picking right and left so
we’ll switch off between getting 3 dollars
Session-18, Supergame-14
R(216) hi
Session-18, Supergame-13

S(18) hey want to work together?

R(72) how do we go about this

R(216) yes, plan?

S(198) I will give honest reccomendations

S(18) I can tell you all the honest computer
directions if when i say right you only do
middle

R(72) okay
S(198) if you can press middle hen i reccomend RIGHt

R(216) sounds good with me
S(18) ok so just dont press right
S(18) lets make $$

Session-18, Supergame-13
S(234) aaaa
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Session-18, Supergame-14

Session-18, Supergame-14

S(54) hi
S(54) so what do we want to do

R(72) if it’s left say left, if it’s right say right
and I will choose middle in order to maximize both of our payouts

R(252) Could you just tell me what direction
the computer is going

R(72) with this strategy we will avoid zeros
no matter what

S(54) but then you would get more than i do

S(162)

S(54) i would get nothing when its right

S(162) sounds good

R(252) Oh, then only tell me when its really
left

S(162) idk if this would work, but if i

R(252) and when its right ill pick middle

S(162) ’take a long time’ on one of them, its
L

S(54) what?

S(162) but i will choose L regardless

S(54) okay
R(252) cool

Session-18, Supergame-14

S(54) or half the time its right you could pick
left and the other half right?

R(108) are you going to click honestly?

Session-18, Supergame-14

S(198) I will give honest reccomendations if
you choose middle when i tell you RIGHT
so we both benefit. That wil be my incentive to be honst

R(280) okay heres how we make the money

R(108) cool

S(90) how
R(280) be honest with me every round, but
if the direction is right, i will choose middle so that you still get a dollar

Session-18, Supergame-14
R(144) I will follow your recomendations but
the first time that you send me an incorrect recommendation, I will just hit middle fair enough? It is in both our best
interest because there would have to be
three rights in a row for it not to be worth
i

S(90) sounds good
R(280) perfect lets go

Session-18, Supergame-14

S(234) ok. just follow my recommendations
and i will have you make money

S(126) im gonna tell you what it is every
time, but if i choose right, can you choose
middle so i still get $1 pleaseeeee

Session-18, Supergame-14

R(36) Perfect
S(126) awesome

R(180) If you’re honets with me, I’ll go middle when you click right.

S(126) lets make some dough

S(266) ok sounds good
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Session-18, Supergame-15

R(252) So i’m supposed to pick left when its
right half the time?

R(72) if it’s left say left, if it’s right say middle and I will select middle

S(18) huh?

S(126) im gonna tell you what it is every
time, but i choose right, can you choose
middle so i still get $1 pleaseeeee

S(18) you can do that if thats what you’ve
been doing

R(72) yes

R(252) okay, peace

S(126) i cant say middle
S(126) i can only say left or right haha
Session-18, Supergame-15

R(72) jsut tell me what it is and if its right
ill select middle

S(54) hey so whats our plan

S(126) so if i choose right just choose middle

R(280) okay heres how we make the money

R(72) gotchu

R(280) be honest with me every time, but if
the direction is right, i will choose middle
so that you still make a dollar

S(126) awesome

S(54) okay i’ll be honest every time but what
about if you pick left half the time its
right and right the other half?

Session-18, Supergame-15
S(162) i recommend you choose middle for
all of them, i will choose either right or
left correctly

S(54) then I’d get $3 half the time and you’d
get $3 the other half
R(280) im not going to lol

R(108) ok
S(54) thats more even
S(54) otherwise you get $1 more than me every time its right
R(280) okay that makes sense

Session-18, Supergame-15

S(54) okay sounds good

Session-18, Supergame-15

R(144) I will follow your recomendations but
the first time that you send me an incorrect recommendation, I will just hit middle? It is in both our best interest because there would have to be three rights
in a row for it not to be worth it to you?

R(36) If you tell the truth I’ll switch off between picking right and left when it’s
right

S(198) I will be honest as long as you press
M when I reccomend R so that we both
benefit

R(36) So we alternate getting $3

R(144) that works

S(90) okay

S(198) cool
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Session-18, Supergame-16

R(180) If you’re honest with me, I’ll go middle when you click right

S(54) okay so ill be honest every time and
you choose middle when i say right?

S(234) as long as you will follow my recommendation, you will make money

R(36) Sounds good
S(54) okay

R(180) sounds sketch but okay

Session-18, Supergame-16
Session-18, Supergame-15

R(72) tell me what it is and if it’s right I’ll
choose middle

R(216) you do the correct one, if it is right
then ill hit the middle??

S(90) if i click right, click middle

S(266) i’ll do the correct one so just follow
me

S(90) perfect
R(72) sounds good

R(216) if i hit the middle than you’ll get a
dollar too
S(266) yeah but not as much
R(216) for the right button only

Session-18, Supergame-16
S(126) im gonna tell you what it is every
time but if i choose right, can you choose
middle so i still get a dollar pleaseeeee

Session-18, Supergame-16

R(108) cool

R(280) okay heres how we make the money

S(126) swaguu

S(18) im ready
S(18) whats the paln?
R(280) be honest with me every time, but
whenever the direction is right, ill choose
middle so that you still make a dollar

Session-18, Supergame-16

S(18) *plan

R(144) I will follow your recomendations but
the first time that you send me an incorrect recommendation, I will just hit middle? When you reccommend right I will
hit middle so we both get money

S(162) what is your plan

R(280) ˆ
R(280) when its left, we will both make 3
S(18) how about when i say right you pick
right half the time and left the other half
S(18) tried it last time

R(144) so just be honest and if its left i will
go left and if you recommend right i will
go middle so we both get something

R(280) okay yeah that works

S(162) sounds good
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Session-18, Supergame-17

S(198) I will be honsest if you select

S(90) if it is right click middle

S(198) M when i reccomend R

R(108) cool

S(198) so we bith benefit
R(180) Okay. Please don’t lie to me, this
experiment is making me lose faith in humanity.

Session-18, Supergame-17

S(198) Haha okay. I understand how you feel

R(144) I will follow your recomendations but
the first time that you send me an incorrect recommendation, I will just hit middle? When you reccommend right I will
hit middle so we both get money

Session-18, Supergame-16
R(216) plan?

S(126) im gonna tell you what it is every
time, but if i choose right, can you choose
middle? so i still get a dollar

S(234) what is the plan
R(216) you do the correct one and if it is
right side then i will hit middle so we both
get money?

S(126) pleasssseeeeee

S(234) ok

R(144) yeah thats what i said too

R(216)

S(126) oh okay yea it goes off the page

Session-18, Supergame-16
S(266) i’ll recommend the correct one and if
its right go middle?

Session-18, Supergame-17

R(252) thats the gameplan

S(162) i will answer correctly. if i choose R,
will you choose middle so that we both
get paid?

Session-18, Supergame-17

R(180) Works for me.

S(18) what do you want to do?
R(36) If you be honest i’ll switch off between
picking right and left when it’s right, so
we alternate gettijng $3

Session-18, Supergame-17

S(18) sounds good!

R(216) hi

Session-18, Supergame-17

S(198) I will be honest as long as you press
M when i say R so that we both benefit

S(54) so ill be honest and then you pick middle if i say right and left if i say left?

R(216) sounds good
S(198) cool

R(72) yeah
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Session-18, Supergame-18

S(234) do you have a plan?

R(252) I’ll go with the flow

S(126) im gonna tell you what it is every time but if i choose right can you
choose middle so i still make a dollar
pleaaassseeee

S(234) if you trust my recommendations
then you’ll make money

R(180) you got it! please don’t lie, I’m losing
faith in humanity over here.

S(234) hello

S(126) they call me honest abe

R(252) yeah right

R(252) that sounds nice, its not all about the
money though...I’m in it for the journey
S(234) then why are you even here
Session-18, Supergame-18
Session-18, Supergame-17

R(216) be honest and if the correct is right
then ill choose the middle?

R(280) hola

S(162) i will answer correctly, if i choose R,
will you choose M so that we both get
paid?

S(266) hi
R(280) got a plan?

R(216) sounds good

S(266) ill recommend the correct one if you
go middle on rights?

S(162) awesome

R(280) sounds good
Session-18, Supergame-18
S(18) ill be honest if when i say right you
alternate between right and left

Session-18, Supergame-18
R(252) wow

R(72) yeah sounds good

S(198) I will be honest as long as you select
M when I reccomend R so we both get
max benefit

Session-18, Supergame-18
R(108) if it is right i will click middle

R(252) But you werent that time...

S(54) ill be honest and you pick left when i
say left and middle when i say right

S(198) That could not have been me

S(54) yeah sounds good

S(198) we are with different people each cycle
R(252) Oh lol my bad

Session-18, Supergame-18

R(252) Okay

R(144) I will follow your recomendations but
the first time that you send me an incorrect recommendation, I will just hit middle? When you reccommend right I will
hit middle so we both get money

S(198) its cool
R(252) Alright thanks
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Session-18, Supergame-18

Session-18, Supergame-19

R(280) hola

S(90) i will give the correct directions but if
it is right, click middle

S(234) hi

R(180) Absolutely. Just PLEASE be truthful, I’m losing faith in humanity over
here.

R(280) como estas?
S(234) me llamo @#!%ˆ$#@ˆ
S(234) muy bien

Session-18, Supergame-19

R(280) okay so be honest and on rights i will
choose middle
S(234) ok good plan

S(126) im gonna tell you what it is every time but if i choose right can you
choose middle so i still make a dollar
pleaaassseeee

Session-18, Supergame-18

R(216) sounds good lol
S(126) swag

R(36) I’m good with either picking middle
when it’s right or switching off between
picking right and left when it’s right

Session-18, Supergame-19

S(266) ok works for me
S(162) i am going to choose correctly every
time, if i choose R will you choose M so
that we both get paid?

R(36) Ok I’ll switch off with right and left so
we alternate getting $3

R(252) yup
Session-18, Supergame-19

S(162) cool

R(108) i’ll click middle when it is right
S(18) ill be honest if when i say right you
switch back and forth from picking right
and left

Session-18, Supergame-19

S(18) or that

R(280) whats the plan

S(18) up to you

S(198) I will be honest as long as you select
M when I reccomend R so that we both
benefit

R(280) hi

R(108) we both benefit that way

R(280) sounds good
S(198) cool

Session-18, Supergame-19
R(144) I will follow your recomendations but
the first time that you send me an incorrect recommendation, I will just hit middle? When you reccommend right I will
hit middle so we both get money

Session-18, Supergame-19
R(36) I’ll click middle when it’s right if you
tell the truth

S(54) okay sounds good

S(234) ok i’ll be honest
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Session-18, Supergame-20

R(72) tell me what it is and if its right ill
click middle

S(126) im gonna tell you what it is every time but if i choose right can you
choose middle so i still make a dollar
pleaaassseeee

S(266) ok

R(252) I got you
S(126) awesome you da bomb
R(252) Nah I’m just a regular decisionmaker, nothing special :)

Session-18, Supergame-20

S(126) hahaha lets make some money

R(144) I will follow your recomendations but
the first time that you send me an incorrect recommendation, I will just hit middle? When you reccommend right I will
hit middle so we both get money

Session-18, Supergame-20
R(280) hi
R(280) whats the plan

S(18) sounds good

S(162) hey i will choose correctly every time.
if i choose R, will you choose M so that
we both get paid?
R(280) sounds good
Session-18, Supergame-20

S(162) cool

S(54) so left when i say left and middle when
i say right?

Session-18, Supergame-20

R(180) I know the drill by now.

R(36) If you’re honest i’

S(54) figured

R(36) I’ll click middle when it’s right

R(180) PLEASE don’t lie?

S(198) I will be honest as long as you select
M when I reccomend R so we both benefit

R(180) thannkssss
S(198) cool
S(54) i wont
Session-18, Supergame-20
R(72) tell me what it is if its right ill click
middle
S(234) okay

Session-18, Supergame-20
R(216) so you choose the correct one and if
it is right ill hit middle?

Session-18, Supergame-20
R(108) i’ll hit middle when its right

S(90) sounds good

S(266) ok
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